
Based in Nishiwaki city Hyogo prefecture

where Banshu-ori textiles are produced,

tamaki niime will open its first directly-managed store

in Tokyo on Friday July 9th 2021.

The shop will be located in Tsurukawa Machida City Tokyo

at the TRUSS WALL HOUSE that is completed

in 1993 by Eisaku Ushida + Kathryn Findlay.

The encounter between Niime Tamaki

the president of tamaki niime and

this building was a chance to opening.

tamaki niime

TOKYO MACHIDA

Opening Information

Not only designs, but tamaki niime

also cultivates organic cotton, dyes yarn,

weaves, knits, sews and

sells at the Shop&Lab in Nishiwaki,

and we continue to create

what we really want.

And we are also working

on a collaboration

with empathetic creators.

We will start Machida shop in Tokyo

so that people can experience the comfort of

our many works including shawls, wears and textiles,

and as a place to share our passion for manufacturing.

We are looking forward

to meeting you all.

Opening on July 9th (Friday)

tamaki niime

TOKYO MACHIDA

Address: 1-3 Okura-cho Machida City Tokyo
TEL: +81-42-708-9800
* Please contact Nishiwaki store +81-795-38-8113 until July 6th.
Closed: Monday and Tuesday
Opening hours: 11:00-17:00
Access: 5 min. walk from the north exit of Tsurukawa Station (Odakyu Line)

About TRUSS WALL HOUSE

tamaki niime TOKYO MACHIDA is located in the

"TRUSS WALL HOUSE" (1993)

where Eisaku Ushida and Catherine Findlay are worked on.

It is located along the Odakyu railway line and

is widely known among local residents and architecture fans.

It is one-of-a-kind building that uses the truss wall

construction method and uses concrete to create free curves.

Niime Tamaki was so impressed by the fact

that it was a home where the family lived in

a mysterious space reminiscent

of a cave for many years and

she took over the building as much as possible

and decided to run the directly- managed store.

“I want to make a place where people can feel

and touch tamaki niime's creation directly.

As we were unable to open any events,

my desire grew stronger and stronger.

However for a long time,

we could not decide where would be

a right place for our aim to create unique works.

The moment I saw TRUSS WALL HOUSE,

I was fascinated by the designer,

the people who built it,

and the families who lived here.

Due to the Corona disaster,

it took over a year to open but will finally be unveiled.

For those who have become fans from our online shopping,

I hope you will come here to touch and wear them,

and try out those comfort

and lightness as well as the many colors

and designs.

I hope this will be a place to connect between our creators and you.

We look forward to seeing you there.”

                                                  Niime Tamaki  Representative of tamaki niime


